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BGOVBill Summary: H.R. 1228, Libya Assistance and Sanctions
By Brittney Washington / September 24, 2021 05:39PM ET/ Bloomberg Government

The State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) would be 

authorized to carry out initiatives that promote democratic governance, free elections, and 

stability in Libya under a modified version of H.R. 1228.

The bill would make it U.S. policy to secure U.S. interests and ensure stability in Libya through 

a United Nations-mediated and Libyan-owned political process.

It would require sanctions to be imposed on individuals who threaten Libya’s stability or commit 

human rights abuses, similar to Obama administration executive orders the blocked individuals 

who contributed to instability in Libya from property or entry into the U.S.

The president would have to provide a list of persons to be sanctioned — including senior 

government officials, militia, and paramilitary leaders responsible for human rights abuses — to 

Congress within 180 days of enactment. The administration would update the list annually for a 

five-year period, or as new information becomes available.

“A unified interim government, inaugurated in March, will govern Libya until free, fair, 

inclusive, and credible elections are held in December,” said Rep. Ted Deutch (D-Fla.), the 

bill’s sponsor, in a April 21 news release. “While I’m heartened by these developments and 

President Biden’s renewed focus on Libya, the situation is tenuous. More than half a million 

migrants remain in Libya, human rights abuses continue, and progress on securing the 

withdrawal of foreign weapons, forces, and mercenaries from Libya remains elusive.”

Assistance Programs
The measure would authorize $30 million in fiscal 2022 for the State Department and USAID 

initiatives. The funds would be subject to reporting and notification requirements for other 

federal development aid programs, and the government would have to take steps to prevent 

diversion and ensure there’s third-party monitoring.

USAID would be authorized to provide humanitarian assistance, including health and food 

assistance, to individuals and communities in Libya. The State Department would be directed to 

coordinate with the UN and Libya’s transitional government to prepare for national elections in 

December.

The measure would also require the Treasury Department, acting through the U.S. 

representatives at international financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, to 

advocate for the creation of a framework for Libya’s economic recovery and improved financial 

management.

The bill also would authorize expanding educational and cultural exchange programs with Libya.

Sanctions
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The measure would require the president to impose sanctions on foreign persons, within 180 

days of enactment, who:

• Knowingly and materially support or participate in a transaction with a foreign individual 

operating in Libya who is in the military or serving as a military contractor, mercenary, 

or as part of a paramilitary force.

• Engage in actions or policies that undermine stability and peace in the country.

• Commit, or are complied in, gross violations of human rights in Libya.

Sanctioned individuals could be denied entry into the U.S. and have their assets in the U.S. 

frozen, among other penalties.

The president could waive or suspend the sanctions and would have to notify Congress in such 

cases. The authority to impose the sanctions would expire on Dec. 31, 2026.

Reporting Requirements
The measure would require several reports on:

• Conflict in Libya, including violators of a U.N. arms embargo

• Involvement in Libya by the governments of Russia, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, 

Egypt, Sudan, Chad, China, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar, as well as actors such as the Islamic 

State group, al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb, and Ansar al-Sharia.

• Russian activities and objectives in Syria.

Budget Effects
Implementing the bill would cost $28 million from fiscal 2021 through 2026, assuming funds are 

appropriated, according to a May 18 cost estimate by the Congressional Budget Office.

CBO estimated that $30 million authorization for assistance would lead to $26 million in outlays 

through 2026, with the remainder spent in later years. CBO also estimated that implementing the 

bill’s reporting requirements and expansion of cultural programs would cost $1 million each over 

the same period.

Sanctions imposed by the bill would affect few people and would have little effect on revenue, 

mandatory spending, or the deficit.

CBO said the expansion of sanctions would constitute a private sector mandate that would cost 

less than the threshold for such mandates, which is $170 million in 2021 and adjusted annually 

for inflation.
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